GWYNETH & MONKO
"Gwyneth & Monko are on the move in more ways than one. In the past two years alone,
they've driven over 60,000 miles and played over 250 shows while living out of their
Volkswagen Van and camping out in Walmart Supercenter parking lots as well as driveways
of friends and strangers alike. In the fall of 2010, amidst tours to the southwest and
northwestern U.S., they were able to fit in time to record at Old School Studio in northern
California. Gwyneth & Monko’s self titled album came out February 15, 2011 and reflects
the style the pair has cultivated on the road: somewhere between folky acoustic and indie
rock.”
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With the release of Gwyneth & Monko, they have been keeping up the pace with their
national tour circuits and plan on continuing that trend. Fans of their previous record will
still find their sound heavily influenced by old-timey and Americana. Lyrical stories weave
their way through the album and are made intimate by Moreland’s vocal stylings and
Monko’s intricate instrumentation, which fans have grown to love. Their new work brings
them out of the folk mold to appeal to a larger audience while keeping true to their
musical roots. The opening track “Found In Benson” from their new album was featured in
the CMT’s 2011 spring playlist.
With a voice that invokes Jenny Lewis’ solo work crossed with the intimate folk of Gillian
Welch, Moreland strums her guitar in subtle chords while Monko accompanies her lyrical
stories with trickling mandolin, steady acoustic guitar, and folk accents. Gwyneth & Monko
sound as if they come from classic country roots, perhaps off a farm in Tennessee, but it is
really northern California they call home. 11 O’Clock Rock in Knoxville, Tenn., says, “It’s
fair to say that Gwyneth & Monko sound as pretty as they look.” Good Old Horse, Gwyneth
& Monko’s debut EP, is full of earnest folk sentiments that ring with purity. Lyrics lace
together fictional female characters, while the down-home style mirrors the musicians’
earnest lives stemming from their childhood into young adults and touring musicians.
Kevin Gustafson of Blogcritics says of the EP and the pair, “Gwyneth & Monko focus on
having the essentials: a singer with a moving voice and an amazing musician in Michael
Monko.”
Moreland’s lyrics and musical style reflects her small town life in Mendocino, Calif.,
(population 1,006), a city rich of nature and history. As a child, she grew up in a household
with no TV, CD player or junk food. That lifestyle resulted in a young woman who values
the simple things in life. Growing up listening to her parents’ Bob Dylan and Joan
Baez albums, her childhood has clearly translated into her adult musical life. Ironically,
although there was no television in her childhood home, Moreland’s aunt was Donna Reed
of “The Donna Reed Show”.
Monko grew up in the San Francisco suburbs incongruously playing hard rock while
listening to bluegrass in high school. As he got older, alongside the bass and guitar,
Monko was drawn to classic folk and country instruments like the fiddle, banjo, and
mandolin. He enrolled in Berklee College of Music online to continue his studies in theory,
harmony and music production. It was as he was defining his folkier side that fate stepped
in and he met Moreland.
Monko and Moreland formed as a band after the 2009 release of Moreland’s solo album
Wishbone. When she was getting ready to tour for Wishbone, she searched for an
accompanist and fortune gave her multi-instrumentalist Monko.
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In the midst of their heavy national tour
schedule, they have been greatly inspired
by the people they have encountered and
are proud to say that they are already
elbow-deep in brand new songs. During
this upcoming summer they will be
preparing to record another full-length
album, much to the delight of
their fans.
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PRAISE FOR GWYNETH & MONKO
“An eclectic mix of old time, rootsy, bluesy fun. Be sure to check out the Gwyneth clones on the album cover.”
—Feed Your Fan
“Americana fans, rejoice, because Gwyneth & Monko have arrived to provide us all with our fix! For fans of
Emmylou Harris and Gillian Welch, this is music which is at once modern and original, while paying proper
respect to the classics of the genre...if you’re an Americana/folk /indie junkie you won’t be disappointed.” —
Hear! Hear!
“Gwyneth & Monko focus on having the essentials: a singer with a moving voice and an amazing musician in
Michael Monko.” —Kevin Gustafson, Blogcritics
“An album full of dark and beautiful songs that radiate with the fever of Appalachian folk tunes yet have the
easy going attitude of West Coast rock...Together, the two present a real no-nonsense approach to playing
Folk inspired music that strikes the right balance between rural roots and urban attitude.” —Tuneraker
“Gwyneth & Monko ... kinda reminds me sometimes of Nanci Griffith's wonderful work of the late '80s -- if
Nanci had been hanging out a lot with Lucinda Williams. Or maybe I should just say it's as if Lucinda Williams
had Nanci Griffith's voice. Or something highly complimentary. Aw, hell. What I'm trying to say is this is good
stuff.” —Revolution 21's Blog for the People
“It’s fair to say that Gwyneth & Monko sound as pretty as they look.”
—11 O’Clock Rock, Knoxville, Tenn.
“Americana is alive and kicking, this is splendid, gentle, moving music from two very talented individuals
(more please!).” —Beehive Candy
“As a Nebraska native who clearly remembers the icy streets, I get a warm feeling inside from this song about
two wayward travelers who chill out with a friendly bartender in Omaha. It's rare to hear songs about finding
happiness on the Great Plains, but everybody I still know there loves it.” —CMT
“Being a sucker for traditional-style storytelling, and vocal harmonies, I found myself weak at the knees
listening for the first time to the lovely song Pine Box Sailor. It's awash with imagery and longing, driven by
it's waltz-like tempo and folksy, universal melody. Gwyneth's vocals and lyrics combine wonderfully in this
sad lament. This song is from her solo album, but the killer harmony vocals are from Michael Monko.
Lexington Ballad in the standout from the new EP. Great vocals from Moreland, with stellar mandolin lines
from Monko. This is very good songwriting from a duo with lots of talent, and, we hope, at least a few more
albums to come.” —Call It Folk
“The latter song ["Lexington Ballad"], which recently received honourable mention at the Woody Guthrie
Songwriting competition, showcases Monko's musicianship, as well as Moreland's flair for folk-style
storytelling.” —Nereida Fernandes, Exclaim
“These days, indie country music is referred to as 'Americana,' rather than 'country.' And that's what Gwyneth
and Monko serve up, good ol' timey country-folk music, full of fiddle, mandolin, guitar, banjo, etc. The lyrics
on some of the tracks are pretty bleak, such as the second track, 'Consumption,' about how tuberculosis
devastated a family. Gwyneth's vocals are so beautiful and evocative, more like an indie band singer than a
country band singer. A very cool idea that they did is on the last track, recording the song, 'Pine Box Sailor,'
to a wax cylinder, giving it a really authentic old sound, full of hissing and scratchiness. If you're an
Americana fan, try this out. I think you'll enjoy it.” —Paul Silver, Jersey Beat
“Gwyneth Moreland’s home grown accents come by way of song and singing and are paired well to the end
with Michael Monko’s accompaniments on guitar, mandolin, and fiddle.” —Parasites & Sycophants
“From out of the Northern California redwoods on the beautiful Mendocino Coast comes a talent so unique, it
makes me want to shout it from the hilltops to the world-wide airwaves.” —DJ Larry Hacken, KZYX

